
 
EACH: Executive Committee Meeting 

M I N U T E S 
24 June 2019 

 

Present: 
Sara Rubinelli  EACH President 
Marcy Rosenbaum  EACH President-Elect 
Evelyn van Weel-Baumgarten EACH Past President 
Maddalena Fiordelli Treasurer 
  
Administration: 
Keta Hunt  SAS Event and Association Management 

 
 

Item Subject Action 

1 Approval of minutes of last meeting 

Approved 

 

2 EACH finances 

Agreed that Presidents should receive travel and accommodation reimbursement for 
attendance to sub-committee meetings.  Assigned to one sub-committee each as part of 
presidential responsibilities. MR to draft policy. 

Suggested that quarterly finance meetings should be reinstated, as time to discuss finances 
during the Presidential and Full Executive meetings is limited.  Time could also be dedicated 
to discussing membership during financial meetings. 

 

 
 
MR 

3 EACH membership 

There are currently 479 EACH members.  441 are individual members, and 38 are institutional 
members from 6 different institutions. 

Institutional membership has been simplified by SAS but may need further review.  To be 
discussed further with SR. 

SR proposed that membership could be enhanced through messaging in newsletter, either by 
offering a discount to those who invite a new member or asking all members to forward 
information about EACH to one potentially interested colleague.  Social media and the AC 
network could also be better used to increase membership.  Discuss at next EC meeting. 

 

 
 

SR/KH 
 

 

3 New EACH website 

Sub-committee chairs reported that they feel the new website should be ready to launch 
sooner.  However, President’s don’t feel that the old website is not impeding any current EACH 
activities.  Sub-Committee noted that they would like functionality available for internal 
communications.  This will be part of the new website but not currently available to use. 

Acknowledged that there have been delays with preparation of materials from EACH, which 
has ultimately moved the timescale for finalising the website into a busy period for SAS.  Agreed 
at the previous EC meeting that the new website would be ready to launch by the end of 
September 2019.  Need to agree infrastructure and finalise content through the Summer.  New 
website cannot be launched without new content. 

Update existing website with new information, in particular advertising the Forum. 

Information for each sub-committee should be consistent.  SAS have worked to standardise 
the content based on information currently published on old website.  Presidents to review 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

KH 
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new draft content in tandem with the spreadsheet outlining the menu plan for the new 
website.  Suggested standardised information to be shared with sub-committee chairs once 
reviewed, along with request for any missing information.  KH to forward draft content within 
one week of this meeting. 

Showcase of current projects on website to be brief.  Initial outline of the project to be 
displayed, then more information viewable when click to ‘Read more’.  If looking to translate, 
would need to be brief for practicality.  Template for project content gathering to be amended 
before sending to the Sub-Committee Chairs.   

New website to be launched in English only initially.  Other language options to be discussed 
further before a decision can be made regarding feasibility and budget. 

Website currently being developed by Kim at SAS.  Contingency planning to be discussed at a 
future meeting.  In the meantime, old website can be amended by KH or Kim so not reliant on 
one person. 

 
 
KH 
 

5 EACH courses 

Course provision is part of the strategic plan, as more member benefits will encourage 
increased membership.  EvWB had offered to coordinate new courses.  MR able to advise on 
tEACH courses, and as a pEACH committee member EvWB offers insight into new courses. 

EvWB created a step-by-step plan with Jane Ege Moller, planning to use budget allocated for 
2019 to achieve ‘quick wins’ which would fulfil promise to the membership of new courses this 
year.  Currently looking to develop one work-based learning course and one research course. 

EvWB democratically elected to lead project. 

Need to agree clearer process for keeping EC updated on project progress. 

 

6 ACH/EACH attendance at EC meetings 

SR will have the next call with Kara Meyer on Tuesday 25th June.  Not discussed in depth during 
this meeting, but Executive invited to forward any queries regarding ACH to Sara before the 
meeting. 

SAS currently liaising with ACH regarding the copywrite for ICCH.  ACH have been advised that 
the copywrite should be filed in the EU, as will have more weight when enforced.  Cost will still 
be shared between EACH and ACH.   

 

7 
 

EACH Forum / rEACH Summer School 
Forum 16 – 18 September 2019, rEACH Summer School 16 – 20 September 2019 in Leiden. 

31 registrations received 

Forum pages on the website to be updated in accordance with comments from Arwen, Alexia 
and the planning committee.  SAS acknowledged that marketing for the Forum should be 
increased.  SR to send an interim ‘newsletter’ to members with information about the Forum. 

Next planning meeting will take place tomorrow (Tuesday 25 June).   

Face-to-face AC meeting either before or after the Forum still to be confirmed.  KH to chase LV 
regarding decision on when the meeting will take place and duration. 

 
 

 

 
 
SR 

 

KH 

8 EACH Social Media 

Update from MR and use of social media during the EACH Forum in Leiden not discussed during 
this meeting. 

 
 

9 Bids for future EACH Events 

a) ICCH 2022 
Emanuela Mazza does not hold an institutional position in Rome.  Has offered to look at 
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using external venues but cost is usually a prohibitive factor.  Would also be more difficult 
to arrange student volunteers.  Offer not currently supported by a network, as Emanuela 
is working independently.  A formal bid has not been submitted.  SAS to follow up, but 
priority will be to consider those who have put forward a formal bid. 

Royal College of Surgeons was proposed by Eva Doherty for the Dublin 2018 bid.  Bid for 
2022 was submitted by Veronica, who would be willing to look at a more central location 
if required.  Possibility that the Royal College would need to delay the start of term in 
order to host the conference on the preferred dates.  KH to contact Veronica. 

Agreed that Indonesia and Quatar bids should be rejected as unsuitable at this time.  KH 
to check whether they have been informed of decision. 

b) During rEACH meeting, Siyang Yuan suggested that a small-scale conference or event 
similar to the Forum should be considered in China. Acknowledged that a large-scale 
conference would be too much of a risk.  Could help to increase membership as interested 
parties don’t currently have budget to attend European meetings.  Agreed that an event 
of this type would be classed as a ‘regional meeting’.  EvWB to communicate that at this 
time, although EACH can partner regional events, financial or administrative support is 
not possible.  Assistance with one event per year elsewhere to be discussed as part of 
future strategic plans at Leiden. 

10 AC 

SR will have monthly meetings with LV to improve communication between the AC and 
Executive, to ensure that the AC can be as effective as possible. 

Queried whether summaries of the AC meetings should be sent to the Presidents so that the 
Executive can better understand any issues.  To be discussed at a future meeting. 

 

11 SpecSavers project, with Paul Kinnersley 

Document provided but not discussed during this meeting  

 

12 PEC Advert & Text 

Wording for next advert will be provided by rEACH.  Deadline for rEACH to submit the 
information is tomorrow (25th June), allowing one week for artwork to be reviewed/finalised. 

MR would like Presidents to consider content for adverts over the coming months.  To be 
discussed later. 

 

13 Next meeting 
July 16th @ 4:30pm CET – Full executive meeting 

 
 

14 Action points to be carried forward from previous agenda 

• Intellectual Property contract for EACH (MR to take a lead in creating first draft) 

• Creation of a document that highlights what sub-committees can do autonomously and 
where they should report for ‘approval’ (draft to be done by 3Ps and SAS) 

• Creation of an EACH overall communication strategy (draft by FW & further work by SAS 
& SR) 

• Creation of a marketing strategy (SAS) 

 
 

 
 


